A multi layer perceptron (i.e. feedforward neural networks with hidden layers) contains at least two layers of functional units. This means that at least one layer contains hidden units, which do not communicate with the environment. If the number of hidden units is appropriately chosen multi layer perceptrons are universal approximators, i.e. they can solve, at least theoretically, any association problem (nonlinearly separable classification, nonlinear regression and prediction problems).
The function used in Matlab to define a multi layer perceptron is newff. In the case of a network having m layers of functional units (i.e., m-1 hidden layers) the syntax of the function is: ffnet = newff(inputData, desiredOutputs, {k 1 ,k 2 ,…,k m-1 }, {f 1 ,f 2 ,…,f m }, '<training algorithm>')
The significance of the parameters involved in newff is:
inputData: a matrix containing on its columns the input data in the training set. Based on this, newff establishes the number of input units.
desiredOutputs: a matrix containing on its columns the correct answers in the training set. Based on this, newff establishes the number of output units. '<training algorithm>': is a parameter specifying the tip of the learning algorithm. There are two main training variants: incremental (the training process is initiated by the function adapt) and batch (the training process is initiated by the function train). When the function adapt is uszed the possible values of this parameter are: 'learngd' (it corresponds to the serial standard BackPropagation derived using the gradient descent method), 'learngdm' (it corresponds to the momentum variant of BackPropagation), 'learngda' (variant with adaptive learning rate). When the function train is used the possible values of this parameter are: 'traingd' (it corresponds to the classical batch BackPropagation derived using the gradient descent method), 'traingdm' (it corresponds to the momentum variant of BackPropagation), 'trainlm' (variant based on the Levenberg Marquardt minimization method).
Remark 1: the learning function can be different for different layers. For instance by ffnet.inputWeights{1,1}.learnFcn='learngd' one can specify which is the learning algorithm used for the weights between the input layer and the first layer of functional units. 
Training multi layer perceptrons.
There are two training functions: adapt (incremental learning) and train (batch learning).
Adapt.
The syntax of this function is:
[ffTrained,y,err]=adapt(ffnet, inputData, desiredOutputs)
There several parameters which should be set before starting the learning process:
• Learning rate -lr: the implicit value is 0.01 • Number of epochs -passes (number of passes through the training set): the implicit value is 1 • Momentum coefficient -mc (when 'learngdm' is used): the implicit value is 0.9 Example: ffnet.adaptParam.passes=10; ffnet.adaptParam.lr=0.1; 2.1. Train.
The syntax of this function is:
[ffTrained,y,err]=train(ffnet, inputData, desiredOutputs)
• Learning rate -lr: the implicit value is 0.01 • Number of epochs -epochs (number of passes through the training set): the implicit value is 1 • Maximal value of the error: goal • Momentum coefficient -mc (when 'learngdm' is used): the implicit value is 0.9 Example: ffnet.trainParam.passes=1000; ffnet.trainParam.lr=0.1; ffnet.trainParam.goal=0.001;
Simulating multi layer perceptrons.
In order to compute the output of a network one can use the function sim, having the syntax: sim(ffTrained, testData) 4. Applications.
Representation of XOR.
Variant 1: Let us consider that the function is defined on {-1,1} and also takes values in {-1,1}. 
Linear and nonlinear regression
Let us consider a set of bidimensional data represented as points in plane (the coordinates are specified by using the function ginput). Find a linear or a nonlinear function which approximates the data (by minimizing the sum of squared distances between the points and the graph of the function). 
